
 

The goal of this 8 week class is to: 
1) Give you communication & tools to be able to understand your teams. 
2) Understand what’s happening in the minds of your presenters.  
3) Uncover your team’s personal greatness. 
4) Be able to dig to the REAL why for them. 
5) Create leverage with your presenters to be able to provide motivation. 
6) Understand how fear & limitations effect us.  
7) Create a specific plan for success. 
8) Figure out what is blocking your success. 
9) Learn to be responsive ; not reactive. 
10)  Create self- responsibility and develop self-awareness. 
11) Be more EFFECTIVE & EFFICIENT with your business and your team. 

20% / 80% RULE 
High Achievers - 1%   / Everyone Else - 99% 

20% of 20%  

——————————————————— 

80%: Mass Training / Groups 

20%: Small Groups 

20% of 20%: Individual Attention 

>>>> Spend your time with you DESERVES your time, not with who NEEDS it. <<<<< 
>>>> BELIEVE people when they SHOW you their TRUE self <<<<< 

HOW TO DECIDE WHO TO WORK WITH:  
* Tennis Match  
* Give a task - did they do it?  
*



WHY HAVE INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATIONS??   
To create leverage / create aha moments / relationships / trust  

What separates High Achievers from Everyone Else? 

1) Willingness to take risk & face fear 
2) Self- awareness & self-management (mind / emotions) 
3) Persistence / repetition until:  
4) Decisiveness & action (24 hour rule): 

Types of Presenters:  

 

 

  

DUPLICATION happens the most when you are Conscious Competence. 

* Do you know how you got where you are at?  
* Do you know how someone can reach where you are at?  
* Can you write down a path for someone to duplicate?  

  

COACH VS. CHEERLEADER 

————————————————————- 

REAL REASONS  vs.  
SABOTAGING & EXCUSES 

Conscious Competence

Conscious IncompetenceUnconscious Incompetence

Unconscious Competence



————————————————————- 

Limiting Beliefs, Subconscious & Fear 

"We learn our belief systems as very little children, and then we move through life creating experiences to 

match our beliefs. Look back in your own life and notice how often you have gone through the same 

experience." -Louise L. Hay 

SUBCONSCIOUS  VS CONSCIOUS 
>>> your beliefs CREATE your reality <<< 

“What we BELIEVE about our team INFLUENCES how we treat our team.” 

We do NOT get what we want.  We get what we BELIEVE we DESERVE. 

Everything you experience is the result of your thoughts, whether present or some time in the past. 

“My presenters have never done much in the past so why should I expect them to do anything.” 

“Nobody works hard on my team.” 

“I’ve been stuck at this rank for a year — why would anything change.” 

“This is so typical of me … I never succeed at anything I do.” 

“Nobody wants to join me.” 

“None of my parties have been successful, so future parties won’t be successful.” 

“My team can’t sponsor or sell.” 



—————————————————————————————————————-  

What is happening that is getting IN the way for you?  

What are the results you’ve produced in the various areas of your life? 

Where are your results not in alignment with what you really want to be, do or have? 

What area of your life have you really tried to improve but, no matter what, things just didn’t get 
better? 

Your limiting decisions are hiding out in the areas where you’re producing results that you don’t 
want. 

Identifying Your Limiting Beliefs 

What are we TELLING ourselves???   Here are some common limiting beliefs:  

1) It’s hopeless (The goal is so far away I’ll never accomplish it) >>> instead: “I am confident I can achieve my 

goals.”    “My dreams are mine for the taking.”     “Whatever I can conceive, I can achieve. It’s up to me to take the 

steps to make things happen.” 

2) I’m helpless (I don’t have the right personality to succeed) >>> instead: “I am capable of success.”  

3) It’s useless (I shouldn’t even bother because an extra $200 isn’t even going to make a difference) >>> instead: 

“Every small success leads me to larger success.” “My success can make a difference.” 

4) I’m blameless (It’s the company’s fault / economy’s fault that I can’t sell) >>> instead: “I am in control of my 

own success.” “If someone else can succeed, so can I.” 

5) I’m worthless (I don’t deserve to have success because I’m not smart  / pretty enough) >>> instead: “I deserve 

success” 



6) Mistakes & Failure are bad (I don’t want to try because I don’t want to experience failure) >>>> instead: “My 

path to success will only happen through making mistakes” 

7) Rejection is bad (I don’t want to ask people to join because they might say no) >>>> instead: “My job is simply 

to offer.” “Rejection is part and parcel of life. Every ‘no’ will lead me closer to a ‘yes.'” 

8) I can’t be my real self or I’ll be judged (I can’t go live because I’m not outgoing / pretty) >>>> instead: “Be 

myself; they’ll never be anyone else like me.” “It’s not my job to please people in my life.” 

9) I don’t need to be successful, so I’m not going to strive for success.  >>>> instead: “I succeed simply because I 

can be.”  “By being successful, I have more resources to achieve my highest goals and dreams and to support the 

highest good of mankind.” 

10) I don’t have the right support / sponsor to be successful.  >>>> instead: “I am charge of my own success.”  “I can 

search out and find the tools I need to be successful.” 

DISCOVER the LIMITING BELIEF —-  DISCOVER THE WHY —  

Clicking Down:  

FEAR & TRIGGERS 

Flight / Fight / Freeze 

What avoidance behaviors are you experiencing yourself:  

EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP:  
* Help someone identity what is stopping them 
* Help them identify what they want 
* Help them put together an action plan to make it happen 
* Identify what is stopping YOU from moving forward 
* Be aware when you get triggered.  
* Have a plan to get BACK on track to your workflow 
* Understand how you work best. 


